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;;tudents develop the knowledge they will need to better understand complex
interrelationships among societies with very different modes and habits of cultural
~xpression. as well as within nations such as the U.S. that are themselves broadly
multicultural. The College of Humanities. with its extraordinary faculty and curricular
resources in African. East and South Asian. Middle Eastern. Latin American and
Caribbean. as well as North American and European literatures. makes Ohio State a
particularly promising site for this innovative new maior.

The proposed maior in World Literatures is distinct from other majors available to
undergraduates within the humanities. It differs from the English major in its broader
scope. focusing not only on literatures written in English. but also on a wide range of
translated texts. Students in the maior will not focus their studies on a particular region
or historical period; rather. they will study a limited number of texts representing each of
tive geo-political regions and will concentrate their attention on the differences and
interrelations (historical. aesthetic. political) among them. Chief amOfl!t the questions
students will be investigating is the subject of "world literature" itself: a question
addressed explicitly in three progressively more sophisticated courses ("Introduction to
World Literature."."Problems in Literary and Cultural Translation." and "World
Literature: Theory and Practice").

Such a course of study not only differs substantially from the English maior. but also
from the Comparative Literature track within the Comparative Studies major. The latter
emphasizes foreign language acquisition and reQuires students to take at least two courses
in literature conducted in a forei~ lang.uage: in contrast. the World Literature maior
requires no foreign language coursework beyond the GEC reQuirement (although such
advanced study will be strongly encouraged), The study Dfthe world's literatures ill
translation will allow students to combine the close analvsis ofJiterarv texts with broader
questions about cultural production and interaction and.about the current state of global
relations. This maior will not only expose students to literary traditions that would
otherwise be inaccessible to them without extensive foreign language study (particularly
Asian and African literatures). but will also encourage them to explore historical and
theoretical Questions about the role of literature in both local and global contexts,
(Currently, students need take only one literature course to satisfy their Arts and
Humanities GEC requirements and one (not necessarily a separate course) to fulfill
nonwesternlglobal focus requirements, Students who choose to take a literature course
taught in English translation for GEC credit do so in relative isolation compared to the
contextualized course of study proposed here for the World Literatures major,)
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